Attached please find one copy each of

Change Recommendation Option One
Change Recommendation Option two
Phase Out Recommendation option three

Option one is the recommendation we developed in Committee on April 11. It is based on the Bob Price suggestion but modified by our task force.

Option two is based on the observation/recommendation by member Lorilyn Swanson that we just make the age 75 since that is the effect of our modified proposal anyway. Although we did not adopt it that way, it appears consistent with option one and I include it for discussion.

Options one and two change the exemption. They do not eliminate or phase it out.

Option three is a phase out option. Our mission statement from the Assembly tasks us with developing and recommending an alternative by which the exemption can be considered for elimination either immediately or eventually. Option three phases it out but it grandfathers in existing residents. I include it for consideration out of a sense of obligation to our charge.

All options contain the spouse eligibility, PFD eligibility and no charge for renewal terms that we agreed to.

The body of the report that accompanies these recommendations will be ready in draft form by the end of business Friday. My work and travel prevented me from making as much writing progress as I had hoped.

We reconvene at noon Tuesday the 25th.